Recognition of impaired atomoxetine metabolism because of low CYP2D6 activity.
Ten out of 100 children treated for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder with standard doses of atomoxetine were selected by a neurologist for cytochrome P450 2D6 and cytochrome P450 2C19 genotyping, based on late response (>9 weeks) and adverse effects (gastrointestinal problems, sleeping disorders, malaise, inactivity, and mood instabilities). After genotyping, eight children were confirmed to have compromised cytochrome P450 2D6 activity because of at least one nonfunctional or less functional allele. Cytochrome P450 C19 is a minor pathway in atomoxetine metabolism and therefore of less importance. Tailored therapeutic advice was given to the neurologist. Four children with compromised cytochrome P450 2D6 activity responded better after decreasing their atomoxetine dose. The other four ceased treatment because of initial adverse effects. These cases indicate that compromised atomoxetine metabolism can be recognized, based on adverse effects and late response to atomoxetine. Physicians should be aware of the typical pattern of adverse effects and late response in atomoxetine treatment, possibly indicating compromised cytochrome P450 2D6 activity. Cytochrome P450 2D6 genotyping before atomoxetine treatment may be beneficial in preventing overdosing or early cessation. Further research is needed to establish the cost versus benefit ratio of prospective cytochrome P450 2D6 genotyping in atomoxetine treatment.